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Efi’m Fifi/SOUTHERN RAILWAY 

No.P(R)532/Promotions/Gaz/Vol.II/ Headquarters Office 
fifi’fi ear/ Personnel Branch 

flFv‘T/Chennai — 600 003 
12’] Dated: 07-12-2016 

m if}; fi/RBE No.142 I 2016 ‘11 it Eff ir/ PBC No.170 / 2016 

I ”CD8 / DRMs / CWMs / CEWE / CAO / CPM / Dy.CPOs / SrDPOs/ 
».~ SPOs / WPOs / APOs of HQ / Divisions / Workshops / other Units, 

(As per mailing list —‘A') 

film/SubConsolidated Guidelines for Personnel Officers, Paper 
Setters & Evaluators of Question Papers of written 
examinations held as part of 70% Selection 30% LDCE for 
Promotion from Group ‘C to Group ‘8’ posts. 

****** 
A copy of Railway Board’s letter No.E(GP)2015/2/8 dated 

28-11-2016 (RBE No. 142 / 2016) alongwith its enclosures on the above 
subact as enclosed for information, guidance and necessary action. 

Rallway Board’s letter dated 07-07-2014 referred therein has been 
‘: mated under PBC No. 106/2014. 

Senior Personnel Officer/Rules 
aw—c‘r ma: 
Far Cfiief Personnel Officer 

W/Encl: as above 

W/Copy to : The Genl Secy / SRMU 
The Genl Secy IAISCSTREA 
The Genl Secy / AIOBCREA 
The Genl Secy/ NFIR



GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

~ GENERAI MANARCD' Q ”EFICE 
B 1 DEC 2016 

{EM ‘i'aqlaoumem kamNQ 
afi/Chennai-SOC 003 

~

~
~ ~~ 

No. E(GP)2015I28 Delhi, «38/11/2016 
~ ~~ 

The General Managers, S JL 
All Indian Railways and Production Units. 

(Kind attn.: CPOs) 

Sub: Consglidatad Guidelines for Personnel Officers, Pager Setters & 
Evaluators of Question Pagers of written examinations held as part of 
70% Selection/30% LDCE for Promotion from Groug ‘C’ to Group ‘8’ ME 

A Committee was constituted to review the pattern of Selections held for 
promotion to Group ‘B' posts on the Railways. One of the mandates given to the 
Committee was to review the instructions issued from time to time relating to evaluation 
of answer sheets. Accordingly, these instructions have been reviewed by the Committee 
and in sup‘ersesSion of all existing instructions issued on the subject including those 
contained in Board’s letter no.E(GP)2001I2/32 dated 07/07/2014, it is advised that 
following guidelines may be kept in view while holding Se|ectionlDCEs for promotion 
to Group ‘B’ posts: 

1. INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE PAPER SETTER: 

(i) Objective type questions will include only Multiple Choice questions and 
numbering of indicative answers to these questions and replies to such answers 
by the candidates Should invariably be given in Cagihl Letters only as per the 
illustration given below: 

Question: Please name the capital of India 
Options: (A) Mumbai 

(B) New Delhi 
(C) Kolkatta 
(D) Chennai 

Correct Answer - (B)



(ii) Para 204.2 of IREM Vol-I: 

The question paper for the written test should have a practical bias i.e. it should 
be designed to test the ability of candidates to tackle the practical problems they are 
likely to face rather than their theoretical knowledge. 

(iii) Para 204.3 of IREM Vol-l: \ 

15 marks out of total of 150 marks for testing the prbfessional ability should be 
set apart for questions on official language policy and official language rules. While the 
employees should be encouraged to attempt questions on official language policy and 
official language rules, the questions on official language should not be compulsory. 

(iv) The question Paper setter must invariably provide, in sealed cover, to the Dy,CPO 
(G)/Dy.CAO (G) the following: 

a)important points in respect of narrative type questions, 

b) answer key for objective type questions. 

Each page of (a) & (b) above should be signed by the Paper Setter. 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR EVALUATORS: 

Evaluating the answer sheets without the secret numbers is not allowed. 

Evaluating the answer sheets with the fly leaves is not allowed. 

Evaluation of answer-sheets where the candidate has written his name on the 
answer sheet or where he has made some distinguishing mark on the answer 
sheet is not allowed. Evaluation of answer sheets even where secret numbers are 
present but the candidate has written his name etc. in the other sheets of the 
answer book, is also not allowed. In case the candidate has violated any of these 
instructions. his/her answer-sheets are not to be evaluated. 

Proper and uniform evaluation of the answer sheets, especially for narrative type 
of answers should be ensured. In order to achieve this objective, the officer 
evaluating the answer sheets before starting the evaluation, should keep ready 
important points in respect of narrative type questions & answer key for objective 
type questions furnished by the Paper-setter and handed over to him by the 
Dy.CPO(G)/Dy.CAO(G) and then only evaluate the answer sheets with reference 
to these answers. 

In both the objective type and narrative type answers, there should normally not 
be any over-writinglerasing of the marks awarded. However, correclion of marks 
awarded by the evaluator, if genuinely warranted, may be made by striking off
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the marks on‘ginally given and enterigg the fresh marks duly attesting the 
correction. ‘ 

(vi) If any candidate has answered questions in excess of the required number, the 
evaluating officer should ignore the answers given later as per sequence of 
attempting the same. However, if such questions stand evaluated, only the marks 
awarded against the requisite number of answers attempted first} should be 
included in the tabulation on the top sheet of the answerbook and the later of the 
answers should be ignored.

' 

(vii) After evaluation of answers, there should be no failure on the pan of the 
evaluating officer to tabulate the marks awarded for each question on the top 
sheet of the answer book. This type of tabulation will ensure that only the 
required number of questions that have been answered are evaluated and the 
evaluation of same question twice (if answered by the candidate) is avoided. 
There has to be a careful efiort on the part of he evaluating officer that erasing, 
cutting or over writing in totaling the marks granted to the candidates on the top 
sheet are avoided. However, if genuinely warranfied, errors may be corrected by 
striking off the marks originally entered in the table and enten'gg the correct 
marks duly attesting flwe correction. 

(viii) The evaluating officer is fully responsible for totaling of marks in the answer 
scripts and also ensuring the correctness of marks entered against each secret 
number. He will hand over the following to the Dy. CPO (G)/Dy. CAO(G) or in 
their absence to the officer nominated by the General Manager: 

(a) The evaluated answer sheets in a sealed cover and the imponant points & 
Answer key, in a separate sealed cover. 

(b) The statement of marks after plotting the marks against respective secret 
numbers in a separate third sealed cover. 

3. GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS: 

(i) Para 204.5 of IREM Vol-I : No moderation of the marks is permissible. No 
rounding off is permissible in marks for individual Answers for the questions. However, 
total marks in decimal of 0.5 and more should be rounded off to next higher integer 
figure. Similarly, ml marks in decimal of less than 0.5, should be rounded off In lower 
integer figure. 

(ii) Para 208.1 of IREM Vol-I: The answer papers of the written examination as well 
as the mark sheets of viva-voce should be marked with indelible ink. Each answer book 
should carry a fly leaf, Tabulation Sheet for the Evaluator and Guidelines for the
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Candidates. Both fly leaf as well as the answer book should be stamped and signed by 
the Gazetted Officer in charge of conduct of the examination. The employees should 
write their names and designations on the fly leaf only. After the answer books are 
received from the employees, the fly leaf should be removed and allotted a secret 
number which should also be simultaneously recorded on me corresponding answer 
book by Dy. CPO/G or Dy. CAO/G. The answer books should be sent to the examiner 
with secret numbers alone indicated on the answer books. The fly leaves removed from 
the answer books should be carefully preserved in a sealed cover, it being sealed by 
Dy.CPO(G)/Dy.CAO(G). This sealed envelope should be kebt in the personal custody 
of the Dy.CPO(G)/Dy.CAO(G). In case of their non-availability, any other JAGISG officer 
may be nominated by the General Manager. 

(iii) The work relating to Hindi translation of the question papers and evaluation of 
answer sheets of the written examinations held as part of LDCE/Selections for 
promotion to Group ‘8' posts should be entrusted to competent and experienced 
officials duly ensuring complete confidentiality. 

(iv) Any distinguishing mark on the answer script would make the answer script 
invalid. 

(v) Any delay in evaluation by more than one month should be brought to the notice 
of the PHOD/HOD by CPO. Delays of more than two months shouId be brought to the 
personal notice of the General Manager by CPO. 

(vi) The answer sheets should be preserVed in terms of instructions cohtained in 
Board's letter no.E(GP)2010/2/27 dated 23.08.2010 (Copy of RBE No. 125/2010 
enclosed as Annexure-I) and destroyed thereafter as per the extant instructions. 

vii) A copy of ’the Fly-leaf, Tabulation-Sheet and instructions for the candidates, 
constituting Top sheet of the Answer-sheets to be used for examinations held as part of 
Group ‘B‘ Selections is enclosed as Annexure-II. 

It is desired that the Question Paper Setter and the Evaluating officer should 
invariably be informed of the latest instructions on the subject. 

Please acknowledge receipt. 

34:- ” -IL 
DA: As above ' 

(LILY PA DEYA) 
DIRECTOR, ESTT.(GC) 

RAILWAY BOARD
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GOVERNMENT OF INDIA 
MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS 

(RAILWAY BOARD) *MI 
RB: N9; [25 [2010 

No. E(GP)2010/2/27 New Delhi, «5321082010 
The General Managers, 
All Indian Railwafl and Production Units. 

Sub.: Retention period of evaluated Answer Sheets of written 
examination conducted for Departmental Promotions- 
Promotions to Group'B’ posts through 
70%Selsctionl30%LDCE. ' 

Ref: Railway Board’s letter No. E(GP)81I2I59 dated 09.12.1981. 
C...“ 

The matter regarding formulation of guidelines for retention period of 
evakJated answer sheets of written examinations held for promotions to Group ‘8‘ 
posts through 70%Selection/30%LDCE has been considered by the Board. and it 

has been decided that the retention period for evaluated answer sheets of these 
written examinations should be as under:- 

i) One year from the date of publication of panel; 

OR 
ii) Till pane: exhausts; 

OR 
iii) Tm finalization of complaints/investigation/court cases against the 

Selection/Suitability Test, if any:
’ 

whichever of the above three is later. 

2 Further. it may be ensured that vigilance ciearance is obtained before 
the evaluated answer sheets are weeded out. 

Please acknowledge receipt. / ._ ’f a f h 

(B. MAJUMDAR} 
DIRECTORIEST'HGP) 

RAILWAY BOARD
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Railway Mmtmm gfi-fian 

ANSWER BOOK 
FOR 

DEPARTMENTAL SELECTIONS mm a: fin W agar 
lmgortant instructions for candidates 

qua-ta mafifimmafifimfiafiafiafimfiq‘fimu WMWI 
Candidate must read the following instructions carefully before attempting the paper. 

1. mummmmfimmfimmmfifirmmwsfi 
Ferawfi $1 a ffifil 
The candidates should fill the particulars in own handwriting in the space provided 
and should not write these particulars anywhere else. 

2. WW$mmmmmwwmm,mfimm mmfimammmmmmafiMMI 
Don’t write your name or roll number or any other indication anywhere in the Answer 
Book or any loose sheet except fly leaf; otherwise the Answer Book will not be 
evaluated. immutfiwhafimmfifimm/mwmafim 
313-317! In gains? 311% Ran 31mm 
Answer Book will not be taken up for evaluation, if any distinguishing marks are 
found anywhere in the answer book. 4.nkw%mwwmfifi afimmamwafiw ammmfimmqwmawl 
Write on both sides of Answer Book and do not leave any pages unused except at the 
end of the answers. 

5. WMmmtTfimfimfifiamfiW/fimfiawfimfimafi37 mflfi$$¢fififimmgfiafirmmmmw Mama mmm:mwaa%w,m,mmm:mmm 
fi'vranfimfimafi. 
The candidate should use either blue or black ink pen/ball pen/sketch—pen. All the 
answers should be answered with the same colour of ink used for writing fly—leaf/first 
page of the answer book. The candidate should not use different colours of sketch- 
pen such as green, red, etc. for marking of the headings and drawing of diagrams etc. 

emisa‘ffisfirwél 
Cross the blank pages. 

IWWHfiWafimmaélafifiémmmfifi Wmmitammmmfififimgmmmfié? Wwfirmmfimmmmfiwfiwafimml
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Do not answer a question more than once. If any candidate has answered questions 
in excess of required number of questions, the marks awarded againsi requisite 
number of questions attempted first only will be included in Total Marks obtained & 
rest will be ignored.

' 

. Wm$mfim§mmfimafira€rmfifil 
Put the correct number of question on the left hand margin at the beginning of each 
answer. . 

.agfiwfiwmfié?mmaéamfifimml (W 3= W (A). (B), (C). or (D)) 
The answers to the multiple choice questions should invariably be answered in 
Capital letters onIy. (For example (A), (B), (C), or (D)) 

1omn’ffitrfrmmfimrrmmamm, mmmmfimfi mammal 
The candidates are not allowed to keep mobile phones, or any other 
documents/papers with them in the examination hall. 

“mafiama’farmmwafimmmfim WWI? 
afirmfiéfifiafimml 
Disciplinary action will be initiated against candidates using unfair means. Further, 
such candidates will also be debarred from the selection. 

(SignatUre of the Invigilator) (Signature of the Candidate)


